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PREFACE 

 

I was inspired to create this guide after a series of comments from friends and acquaintances about how they lived 

vicariously through my blog and social media posts. The first few times I heard this, I was flattered. It’s always a good 

feeling when something you do is acknowledged favorably. But it got me curious about how others spend their time off 

and why my lifestyle should be so novel. It wasn’t until after someone commented to me that my life was one big 

vacation that I realized that must be why what I do seems so unattainable to others. It seems like one long extended 

vacation. And vacations are intimidating. They are expensive. They take time. And a lot of people just don’t take them.  

I’ve read studies that show Americans give up almost a week of their vacation days each year. It makes sense. There’s a 

prevailing culture in America that time off = decreased productivity. Workers tend to view time off as a luxury they can’t 

afford. Some workers even make themselves so valuable to a job that no one else can do what they do, making a day off 

almost impossible. These are sad facts and the counterpoints are well beyond the scope of this guide. I will tell you that 

one of the first and most important lessons I learned in the Navy was to never be the only person that knew how to do 

the thing. It was an important leadership lesson, but also a vital self-preservation tool. 

Time off, time away from your normal routine, is good for you. Recreation often enjoyed on vacation gets you moving in 

different ways than you normally do. Think about skiing, walking through the shops and stalls of the market, or 

swimming. Being a tourist, learning new facts and seeing new viewpoints increases your capacity for compassion and 

understanding and has been proven to actually change the way your brain functions. Removing yourself from daily 

routines can reduce stress and there is no shortage of evidence about how stress will kill you. None of that is news to 

anyone but included here as motivation to shake up your routine just a bit.  

My life isn’t one big vacation. It is life. One that I’ve carefully crafted so that I can enjoy the things I like. My hope is that 

this guide will inspire others to rethink vacation and incorporate adventure into wherever it will fit into their lives until it 

becomes something that the rest of their lives are built around. As flattering as it is to hear that people love reading my 

blogs or seeing my photos, it is truly an honor to have inspired someone I’ve never met to craft their own adventure. I’d 

love to hear more people tell me about where they are going than where they wish they were.  

Happy Travels Friend, 

Donna 
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I KNOW WHAT YOU’RE THINKING! 
 

“SO WHAT?  
I KNOW VACATIONS ARE GOOD, I JUST DON’T HAVE TIME OR MONEY!” 

 
 

You win. 
 

It’s impossible. 
 

Just forget it. 
 

Travel isn’t for you. 
 

Just keep watching your friends’ newsfeeds and 
wishing it was you. 

 
OR 

 

Maybe it’s time to rethink your time off. Vacations are intimidating. We’ve gotten into the mindset that they 
are epic holidays spent in exotic locales with nothing but sunshine and dandelions greeting us each morning. 
But let’s look at the actual definition: 

 
va·ca·tion 
NORTH AMERICAN - an extended period of recreation, especially one spent away 
from home or in traveling. 
synonyms: break, time off, recess, leave, leave of absence, furlough, 
sabbatical, spring break 

 
or simply put: 

 

SOMETHING DIFFERENT, SOMEWHERE ELSE, FOR SOME AMOUNT OF TIME 
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IF YOU HAVE 1-4 DAYS 
 

Just having one day or a weekend can be enough for some fun 
adventures. Maybe a big meeting or event got cancelled and you already 
had the day blocked off, or maybe you’ve squished a few vacation hours 
together with a paid holiday – don’t automatically pick up the to-do list 
and start checking off chores. Fill that bonus time with adventure. 
Partner with some other parents to ferry the kids to practice or swim 
lessons, then return the favor for them another time. A group of you can 
sort it out so that there are a few of you free to enjoy an adventure 
together. Here are some ideas that you can throw together at the last 
minute and explore the world within a few hundred miles of your 
mailbox: 

Daytrip  
My mom has a fun term for these trips, “One tank trips” – destinations 
you can get to and back from on one tank of gas. With the range of most 
cars these days, this could be a pretty far-away place and cheap(er) gas 
prices only make it more enticing. These really are a fun way to fill those 
bonus days – almost like skipping school when you were a kid. You can 
go and get back before anyone realizes you were gone! 
 
Pick a direction and even a theme and just go. Remember that town with 
all the antique shops/museums/old barns/book stores/etc you’ve been 
meaning to check out a few hours north? Surely there are places to eat, 
maybe some history, interesting roadside attractions, and colorful 
people along the way. Or maybe you pack a picnic to help curb out-of-
pocket costs. Pop some music or a book into the car audio, grab the 
phone charger and camera and just go. You’ll be back by dinner time! 
 
A favorite website I browse before heading out is www.roadsideamerica.com. It’s packed with some whacky 
and often easily accessible roadside attractions that can be a destination in themselves.  

Microadventure 
Adventurer, author, and motivational speaker Alastair Humphreys makes his career by taking on exciting 
adventures in the world’s wild places and uses his experiences to inspire others to take on their own 
Microadventures: 

“I believe that adventure is about stretching yourself: mentally, physically or culturally. It is 
about doing what you do not normally do, pushing yourself hard and doing it to the best of 
your ability. 
If that is true then adventure is all around us, at all times. Adventure is accessible to normal 
people, in normal places, in short segments of time and without having to spend much 
money.” 

 

DO SOMETHING! 

      List a few friends you can organize 

with to help each other play hooky! 

Set up a coffee date, exchange keys 

and key info. 

 

 

 

 

 

What are three places within 100 

miles you have been wanting to visit? 

Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.roadsideamerica.com/
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If you always go to the movies on family night, why not go to the 
planetarium, or better yet, grab some blankets and red lamps and go to 
the field on the edge of town and look up! Sleep outside, even if just in 
your back yard or your front porch. Do something different. Get outside. 
You can check out more of Alastair Humphreys’ thoughts on 
Microadventures at his webpage: alastairhumphreys.com 

Staycation 
This was a popular word during the recession when budgets were too 
tight for traditional vacations, but even if things are looking better it’s 
still a great way to explore your own geographic “back yard”! 
 
Use your favorite web browser to search for “cheap things to do in xxx 
city” and see what pops up. A few minutes on TripAdvisor will reveal a 
variety of top ten lists as rated by visitors to your town. You’d be 
surprised at what visitors to your city enjoy that you’ve never 
experienced! Walking tours are a great way to learn more about your 
town. I’ve often enjoyed those with a history or “ghost” theme, as they 
tend to tell the seedier side of things that doesn’t always show up in the 
chamber of commerce brochure. Speaking of the Chamber of 
Commerce, pop in and ask them what’s fun to do in your town. Ask them 
for recommendations on new eateries or activities that suit your 
interest. When you pass by the same route to and from work or school 
every day, you become blind to progress and development right in your 
own neighborhood. 
 
 
 
 
 

DO SOMETHING! 

Describe a family night that is 

away from the house and does not 

involve a movie: 

 

 

 

 

 

Where do visitors go when they 

visit your town? 

 

 

www.alastairhumphreys.com
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IF YOU HAVE ONE WEEK 

 
Having a full week off may not be easy, but sometimes unexpected things 
happen. The serendipity of sports camp starting later and fiscal reports being 
due earlier, or the work trip that was cancelled at the last minute, or maybe 
you just never got around to planning anything for the whole family. Most of 
these ideas can be very budget-friendly, even for the whole family.  

Take a road trip 
An expanded version of the “one tank” day trip, a road trip can be overnight 
or several days. You can pick one central destination to stay in for a few nights 
or choose a circuitous route to explore, staying in different places each night. 
Themed road trips offer a sense of purpose and a bit of a challenge if that’s 
your thing: Setting off to explore all the state parks within 400 miles, Blues-
themed tour of Mississippi, a BBQ adventure in TX, following an historic route 
of past adventurers, beach-themed road trip…the options are endless.  
 
The key to a winning road trip is to be flexible and open for the adventure. 
Don’t overthink it. If you are the type that needs to know where you will sleep 
that night, make only refundable reservations that allow you to cancel by 6pm 
the night of arrival. Camping or staying at a budget motel can be part of the 
fun! Pack some favorite road trip snacks, but be open to trying the local diner 
or food truck fare, too. Keep the phone charged in case of emergency, but put 
work and other responsibilities away while you are gone.  

Retreat  

With friends 
Did you miss the booking deadline for that yoga retreat or golf vacation? 
Create your own! Pool together with a few friends and either rent a cottage or 
use someone’s home for a few days of focused retreat activity. Agree on the 
goals: yoga, writing, cooking, fitness, or simple pampering. Hire in a 
professional spa therapist or barter with your neighbor that teaches yoga class 
at the Y. Or, schedule group activities at the local gym or salon. This can be as 
simple or as elaborate as you want. The key is to have some loosely defined 
goals and house rules so that it doesn’t turn into a weekend of excessive 
binging – unless that is exactly what you want!  
 

Solo 
This is a great budget-friendly option if you can “borrow” someone else’s home or housesit for a few days. If you have 

your own home to yourself you’ll need to be super disciplined to step away from your normal distractions and routines, 

but it can still be a rewarding experience. Decide on your goals, gather your supplies, and schedule any retreat-related 

appointments or gym sessions before the retreat starts – just as you would if you were actually going away on vacation. 

Whatever you plan to do, make a big deal of starting the retreat or getting there, even if it is in your own home. Send the 

out of office reply, arrange a neighbor to get the mail…whatever it takes to send the signal to yourself that you are 

“unavailable”.  

DO SOMETHING! 

    List five nearby places or 

attractions you could visit with little 

planning. Spend a few minutes 

researching days and hours of 

operation and any admission fees or 

discounts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What type of retreat would you 

and your friends enjoy? Which 

friends? 
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IF YOU HAVE 2-4 WEEKS 
 

Teachers, those with location-independent jobs, or even work-at-home moms who have managed to shed the 
kids for a few weeks thanks to grandparents or summer camps may find themselves with more than the usual 
week off. If so, here are some ideas for adventures you can enjoy! 

Volunteer Vacation 
There are many groups that offer exciting adventures at discounted prices if you agree to put in some sweat! A 
“working” vacation can be a great way to learn a new skill, help a local community and explore a new culture. 
Both domestic or international opportunities exist. Here are a few that I can personally recommend, but there 
are more – just do your homework and make sure your expectations are clear and you know how your money 
and time will be spent! Non-profit organizations often offer the best fees that cover food, accommodations and 
leader or guide expenses plus a small contribution to the program.  

Sierra Club Service Outings 
Most trips are 7-10 days long and offer a variety of accommodations including camping, bunk house, cottage or 
even condo stays. The work can be anything from trail work, invasive plant removal, species monitoring or 
facility upkeep in our state and national parks.  

Global Volunteer Network 
Volunteer abroad in local community clinics, schools, government offices or any number of other opportunities 
helping developing countries. Flexible time frames and locations. 

Habitat for Humanity 
HFH offers both domestic and international opportunities to work on build sites. You can sign up for a Global 
Village project in a developing country, or if you have an RV, you can volunteer in a local US community as part 
of the RV Care-a-vanners.  
 
There are many other volunteer vacation opportunities, but due diligence is required to ensure that your 
registration fees and efforts are actually benefitting the advertised community. Paying $3000 to visit Tanzania 
for six days but only spend three hours in the local orphanage can hardly be considered a volunteer vacation 
and can be disruptive or exploitative. Look for well-established organizations with proven track records, 
favorable reviews, transparent policies and ethics that match your values. 
 

Vacation Anticipation 

Some studies have shown that planning a vacation or getaway has healthful benefits – 

almost as much as the trip itself. But you must do a little more than dream about it. The 

benefit is increased when you actually jot down your ideas, spend a few minutes 

researching locales or activities and making the plan.  

http://content.sierraclub.org/outings/national/volunteer-vacations
http://content.sierraclub.org/outings/national/volunteer-vacations
https://globalvolunteers.org/
http://www.habitat.org/getinv/volunteer
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“Move” to a new place   
Spending a week in a tourist town, eating at chain restaurants, shopping 
at the mall and staying at the 500+ room resort are great ways to 
vacation, but you never really get to know the place you are in. 
 
However, signing up for a few days of volunteer work or helping a friend 
with a project, or even enrolling in a short cooking class or other 
experience can be a great way to “live” somewhere else for a few weeks 
(or longer).  
 
Take it a step further and book an AirB&B or hostel, take public transit, 
or shop the local farmer’s market. While you are there, you can try 
ditching some of your “at home” habits by eating dinner at the table, 
read a magazine or book instead of watching television, ride a bicycle 
instead of hitting the treadmill – reinvent yourself! 
 

  

DO SOMETHING! 

     What cities would you like to 

spend 8-12 days in? 

 

 

 

What sort of hobbies, classes, or 

volunteer efforts could you do over 

one or two weekends there? 
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IF YOU HAVE 2-3 MONTHS (OR EVEN LONGER!)   
 

Have you ever visited the park gift shop and wondered how the cashier 
landed a job in such a fun place? Or what about the docent leading the 
nature hike, or the entrance fee taker at your favorite park? Chances 
are, many of them are seasonal volunteers or employees that left their 
“real life” for a few months of budget-friendly experiences in our state 
or national parks. Maybe they are students between semesters, or 
teachers with the summer off, or professionals on sabbatical or 
between jobs or in career transition. Some are retired but not yet 
“done”. There is an entire subculture of these workers that staff our 
parks and tourist destinations during peak seasons. Some find a 
favorite position and return year after year, others float through a 
variety of opportunities exploring a new place each summer. Next time 
you visit a state or national park – ask any worker if that’s home for 
them. You’ll be surprised at the stories many will be excited to tell you! 

Paid seasonal work in parks or tourist hot spots 
My favorite resource for finding these opportunities is Coolworks. It’s 
a great website with listings for seasonal paid work opportunities in 
National Parks, Resorts, Cruise Ships, state or local venues. It’s like 
Monster (that job hunting website) for temp jobs in awesome places! 
Most of these positions require a minimum commitment and some 
offer housing and meal plans.  

Volunteer work with accommodations 
Many parks offer housing or other accommodations in return for a set 
number of hours of volunteer work. Spend a month doing trail work in 
southern Utah, or a few weeks at a gift shop at Cape Fear Lighthouse, 
or staff the visitor center at Yosemite National Park! Housing could be 
in a shared bunkhouse, a camp site, or even in an historic building and 
some positions offer a stipend to cover basic food costs. Volunteer.gov 
is a great resource to start looking for these opportunities.  

Workcamping in parks or campgrounds 
If you have an RV and some free time, why not arrange with private or 
state-run campground to trade some work hours for free hookups? It’s 
a great way to visit an area for an extended period without breaking 
the bank. Many offer consecutive days off so you can get out and 
explore the area. You may also be able to bring your family or share 
work shifts with a spouse or travel partner. Some offer paid wages in 
addition to hookups. Workcamper.com is a great place to start your 
research, but also contact your favorite park to see what they offer.  
  

DO SOMETHING! 

If you had six months “off” where 

would you go and what would you do? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List three seasonal jobs or places 

you would like to try: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.coolworks.com/
https://www.volunteer.gov/
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MAKE IT A LIFESTYLE 
 

Follow any travel blogger’s social media feed and it’s easy to feel like 
you are missing out on something great. For some of us, a lifestyle of 
travel just isn’t in the cards or maybe it isn’t in the cards just yet!?! 
Just because you can’t toss everything into storage and pack the RV 
for the road doesn’t mean you must miss out on adventures and all 
the benefits of travel. Whether you are prepared to make it a lifestyle 
or just want to dip your toes into the world of nontraditional 
vacations, here are some things to think about: 

Declutter 
Start now downsizing, purging, and cleaning out the clutter. When you 
start really looking at the things that take up space in your home, you 
may realize that your collection of pig ornaments and figurines is 
better off in the local consignment shop or on ebay making you some 
vacation cash! But it isn’t just the clutter in the hallway storage closet, 
it’s the mental clutter as well. What is it that fills your life with 
emotions and activities that drain you, that cause you to wish you 
were on a deserted island? Can you get rid of them or find someone 
to share the burden?  Looking at these things now will make it easier 
to pack things up later if you decide to downsize or pack everything 
into storage. It can also help you identify the things that are important 
so when you do travel, you don’t just pick up the same souvenirs and 
knick-knacks and instead spend your vacation money on experiences 
and yummy food! 

Simplify 
Take a look at your reasons for not taking a road trip this weekend. Is 
there something there than really is just a complication? Can you 
trade your kids’ extracurricular activity for family adventure? Can you 
ask the neighbor to watch the dog or water the lawn? Do you really 
need to bake 75 cupcakes for the school party on Tuesday? I’m not 
saying ditch your responsibilities to your children or HOA, but really 
take a look a the “excuses” you find to NOT do things and figure out 
which ones can be managed in a more productive way. 

Prioritize 
Rather than just planning the same vacation year after year, make an effort to mix things up. Set aside some 
time to look at the possibilities and decide what your priorities are for your time off. Relaxing on the beach is a 
fabulous way to spend your vacation, but can more be gained from doing some volunteer work or learning a 
new skill? Can you take your Saturday off and instead of running “busy” errands, take a road trip to reconnect 
with nature or a hobby you love so those errands don’t become resentment-inducing chores. 

DO SOMETHING! 

What would you need to give up 

to travel full time? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What will you do in the next three 

months to bring more adventure into 

your life? 
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Plan 
Taking a last-minute day trip or a weekend at the beach may not take much planning, but maybe your goal is to 
spend a month on a Habitat Build site next summer or any of the other adventures described above. Start doing 
the research now, figuring out related expenses or available opportunities. Many seasonal job openings are 
listed 4-5 months before the season starts.  
 
At the very least, start by following the social media accounts of the resources mentioned above to keep these 
ideas top of mind, or subscribe to their blog or their newsletter. If you think international travel is in your future, 
get the passport up-to-date! What can you do now to make your next alternative vacation a reality? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insights from a full-time traveler: 

In a February 2015 interview, Theresa Stout, a workcamper in Mesa, AZ, revealed that 

the most rewarding thing about the full-time RV lifestyle in her experience was the 

people she’d met along the way. Full time travelers, in addition to embracing a life of 

adventure, also seem to be more open minded and accepting of others according to 

Theresa. Stepping into a community that automatically understands your need for 

travel is refreshing – especially for Theresa who explained that none of her friends or 

family back in Minnesota understood why she needed to go. She does miss her family, 

including two granddaughters, but as Theresa says, “technology is your friend in this 

lifestyle.” 

So why did Theresa and her husband of four years, John, leave behind all that they 

knew?  Theresa had retired in 2014 from a 25-year career in social services and John’s 

health is declining, so rather than just sit around waiting for something to happen, 

they decided to live while they still had the chance! 
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Local places I’d like to visit                   Admission                        Days/hours of operation 

___________________________      ________________        _________________________ 

___________________________      ________________        _________________________ 

___________________________      ________________        _________________________ 

___________________________      ________________        _________________________ 

___________________________      ________________        _________________________ 

 

 

Day trips/Road trips                     Distance                            2-3 sights/shops/restaurants to try while there 

_______________________      ________________        ______________________________________ 

_______________________      ________________        ______________________________________ 

_______________________      ________________        ______________________________________ 

 

Classes or events I could do for a weekend somewhere else 

Thing                                              Where                                    Dates                         Where to stay/housesit/AirBnB? 

_______________________         __________________        ______________    ____________________________ 

_______________________         __________________        ______________    ____________________________ 

_______________________         __________________        ______________    ____________________________ 

 

Volunteer Vacations/Seasonal Jobs 

When                                    Where                                 What organization                      Deadline to register    Cost 

___________________    ___________________   _______________________     _________________    ___________ 

___________________    ___________________   _______________________     _________________    ___________ 

___________________    ___________________   _______________________     _________________    ___________ 

 

What can I get rid of or stop doing to make any of this possible? 

________________________                     _______________________                  ___________________________ 

________________________                     _______________________                  ___________________________ 

________________________                     _______________________                  ___________________________ 
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So that’s me full of nervous laughter and anxiety about the boat ride I was about to take and the nine people who had 

entrusted their time and vacation money to my leadership. I started out years before as a volunteer on Sierra Club service 

trips (working vacations). After taking several of the trips and having an absolute blast, I knew I was hooked. But there had 

to be a more cost effective way, right? So, I became a certified trip leader with Sierra Club and get to go on 1-2 trips each 

year at no expense. Sure, there is the pressure of keeping people alive for a week in the wilderness, making sure they are 

having a good time, making sure the trail work gets done, and all the other “customer service” stuff that comes with it. 

But without being a trip leader, I never would have found myself on this jetboat on the Snake River in Idaho anticipating 

class four rapids as we headed upriver to our remote campsite. My friend Jen caught this outburst – she said there were 

several throughout the week!  

For more stories about my experiences, visit my blog wheretonow.me where you’ll find anecdotes, lessons learned, 

random musings about things, and photos. You can also follow me on Facebook at donna.weathers.9  or follow me on 

twitter, though I’ve not quite gotten the hang of that yet @djweath.   

My next few months will be spent in organized effort to hone my genealogy skills so I can get to even more off-beat places 

with a purpose! I’d love to hear from you if you have any questions or comments or just want to drop me a virtual postcard 

from your adventures!   


